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Galen’s Treatise ‘Thrasybulus’ and the 
Dispute Between ‘Paidotribes’ and ‘Gymnastes’

Jesús-M . N ieto Ibáñez
León

The revival of Greek sport in the second century AD coincides with the medical 
and philosophical critique of Galen against professional athletics, which has nega- 
tive effects on health and ethical and moral valúes. The treatise Thrasybulus sive 
utrum medicinae sit an gymnasticae hygieine is a doctrinal justification of the tech- 
nique of the gymnastes in contrast with that of the paidotribes.

The second century AD was a period of renascence for Greek athlet
ics. This is evident not only in the new splendour of sporting competi- 
tions, but also in the increased number of literary works that has ath- 
letes and their activities as one of their themes. Phlego, Lucían, 
Pausanias, Philostratus and Galen are the most familiar of this trend.1 
However, despite its apparent splendour, this is a period of decay for 
sport. Athletes were entirely professionals and the main sports activi
ties, or at least those followed by the public, took place in the mass 
spectacles of the circus and the amphitheatre, far removed from the 
ancient collective glories of the Panhellenic Games.

Two authors stand out in this resurgence of athletics, Philostratus 
and Galen, who also point out its failings. From different viewpoints 
both sought a rehabilitation of ancient sport, the First from a cultural 
sphere and the second from a medical perspective. Philostratus in his 
De gymnastica advocated a return to the natural roots of athletics and 
to the heroism of its origins, with its physical and moral valúes. His 
other treatise, the Her oíais, advocates moral rearmament and the 
prestige of religión and Greek civilization in general in the face of the 
spread of foreign customs.

Galen is a figure of the first rank in the history of gymnastics2 and 
sports medicine in antiquity.3 He was able to combine his medical 
knowledge, consisting of a wide range of treatment programmes and

b R. S. Robinson, Sources for the History of Greek Athletics, Chicago 1981, 
212—233. -  I follow the systems of abbreviations of the LlDDELL/SCOTT, Greek- 
English Lexicón for the ancient authors and L ’Année Philologique for journals.

2)I use the term “gymnastics” instead of “athletics” to preserve better the Greek 
terminology.

T B. BlLIÑSKI, L'agonistica sportiva nella Grecia antica, Roma, 1959, 108— 
128, and 1. JÜTHNER, Die athletischen Leibesübungen der Griechen, Band 1, Wien 
1965. 22 f.. 157 ff.
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ideas on hygiene and diet,4 with an authentic sports ethic in favour of 
the rehabilitation of ancient athletics. There are four works of his that 
are especially concerned with the topic of physical exercise and sport, 
De sanitate tuenda, De parvae pilae exercitio, Adhortado ad artes 
addiscendas (Protrepticus) and the Thrasybulus (Thrasybulus sive 
utrum medicinae sit an gymnasticae hygieine).

Gymnastics, which throughout Greek history had been based on 
philosophical and medical principies, was incorporated by Galen as a 
parí of medicine, a preventive and fítness-based form of keeping 
healthy. The evolution of physical exercise from a purely military or 
survival gymnastics to puré sport, had two very interesting features in 
the Greek world: its conversión into professional athletics and the fact 
that it gave rise to medical gymnastics.5 These two features are two 
sides of the same coin, since the greater demands of sports competi- 
tions pushed the development of more systematic and sophisticated 
training. Professional athletics had been a field for medical research of 
the human body and health as far back as the Corpus Hippocraticum 
itself.6

The treatise Thrasybulus'1 does indeed form a part of Galen’s works 
on therapeutics, but with a more theoretical than practical approach. It 
is this work which best shows his justification for gymnastics in a pe- 
riod of crisis in sport. The central theme of the treatise is clearly indi- 
cated in the subtitle, that is, whether fítness is a matter for medicine or 
for gymnastics. The discussion goes fully into the already long-estab- 
lished debate between doctors and gymnasts athletes and in the con- 
sideration of this question various aspects of physical exercise and of 
health are addressed. Galen’s critique starts from the confrontation 
between two very similar areas of knowledge, that of the paidotribes, 
the trainer for the activities of competitive sport and the arena, and 
that of the gymnastes, the coach who was master in the art of prepar- 
ing athletes. In fact, the discussion is between medicine and gymnas
tics -  that is authentic gymnastics -  not the activity of trainers, so- 
called paidotribia, which is the cause of the decay of Greek athletics.

T A. Beck, Zur diátetisch-physikalischen Therapie des Galen, besonders beim 
Fieber, Berlín 1899; E. BEINTKER, Modernes aus der Diatetik ron Galenos, in: 
Hippokrates 10, 1939, 92-93.

V For the concept of the amateur athletics in the Greek Olympics and Galen see 
H. Lee, Johann Heinrich Krause, and the Olympic Myth of Greek amateur athlet
ics, in: Stadion 29, 2003, 11-20.

^Epid. V 14; VI 8,30.
T  The editions used were C.G. KÜHN, Claudii Galeni opera omnia, Vol.V, 

Leipzig 1821 (reprinted Hildesheim 1964), 806-898, and G. Helmreich, Claudii 
Galeni Pergameni scripta minora, Vol. III, Leipzig 1893, 33-100.
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Galen has no interest whatsoever in the latter, only in gymnastics, and 
not as a stand alone, but integrated into medicine.

Gymnastics and medicine originated from a shared competence. 
Herodicus of Megara was both a gymnast and a doctor who applied 
his experience in the gladiatorial arena to the curing of certain ill- 
nesses.8 Plato had already made a distinction between medicine, 
which sought to cure diseases, and gymnastics, which was aimed at 
people in good health. This demarcation was not a clear one, since 
gymnastics could also be recommended for some medical patients, as 
Hippocrates aptly shows on by prescribing physical exercises with 
therapeutic and prophylactic intentions. Physicians reacted against 
this Platonic approach, and it was Erasistratus, whom Galen quotes in 
this treatise, who first said that gymnastics was dependent on medi
cine. The negative effects a trainer practices on the health of athletes 
led him to stress the role of the doctor, as the most knowledgeable 
about the human body.9 Erasistratus used the word úyiEivfi, “hy- 
giene”10 or fítness, to differentiate his use of physical exercise from 
what was done by trainers in the area of gymnastics. As is shrewdly 
indicated by J. Ulmann,11 the appearance of this term required a 
reconsideration of the concepts of gymnastics, medicine and fítness, 
and of the paidotribes and the physician. Medicine was to have two 
parts, therapeutics and fítness. The latter should be the more impor- 
tant, since it occupies itself with people in good health and so de- 
mands good knowledge of the body.12

The defínitive objective of medicine is the activity of the body in 
whatever shape or form, including the areas of the gymnastes and the 
paidotribes. Activities in the arena should also aim at ensuring health, 
so the coach should not be eliminated, but should be under the super
visión of the doctor as an additional specialist. A gymnastes should be 
considered not so much just a gymnastic coach, but a true educator, 
who should combine competency in sport with a deep knowledge of 
the rules of fítness and everything that Greek medical Science had 
worked out about the development of the body, the effects of various 
exercises and the régimes suited to different temperaments.

8) J. JÜTHNER, Philostratos über Gymnastik, Leipzig/Berlin 1909, 9-16 and 32- 
43.

9i However, the experience of the paidotribes, well acquainted with the human 
body, diet and the use of massage, should not be forgotten; JÜTHNER, Philostratos 
(s. note 8) 23-30.

On this term, see JÜTHNER, Philostratos (s.note 8) 1-69.
’P J. ULMANN, De la gymnastique aux sports modernes: histoire des doctrines 

de l ’éducationphysique, París 1977, 60.
12’ De sanit. tuen. I 1.
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Following the logical methods of philosophy, this treatise also 
looks at the problem of the terms fitness, medicine and gymnastics. As 
a first rough definition,13 medicine is said to be the technique that ca
res for the sick and also takes an interest in the healthy, while gym
nastics is the skill of acquiring and maintaining good physical shape. 
Chapter 8 returns to the initial question as to whether the gymnastic 
coach or the physician should be charged with taking care of the 
healthy. In principie, Galen believes, it seems that medicine has as its 
aim the acquisition of health, and gymnastics that of maintaining it.

Following Hippocratic principies, he does not advise excessive 
physical exercise, and speaks of two kinds of gymnastics, one bad, 
and one good. The first produces apparent good, the second lasting 
good. As has already been mentioned and Galen himself recognizes, 
in his era gymnastics had reached extremes of unnaturalness that had 
gradually been developing from the times of Hippocrates and above 
all of Plato. The risks to health caused by bad gymnastics were caused 
by the poor disposition created which disturbed the balance on which 
health was based. “Professional athletes”, lacking medical knowledge, 
increased the size and weight of athletes without control, and plied 
them with food and drink to a gluttonous degree.14

Bodily technique or skill had as an aim health and a good physical 
state, and Galen addressed the question of whether these are the same 
thing.15 He concluded that there is only one good for the body, and so 
only one bodily technique; health, strength, beauty are a part, a cause 
or an effect of this good. This is why there is just one technique, with 
two subdivisions, one which acts and another which corrects, but there 
is a need to ñame and classify this. In his eagerness to classify, Galen 
tried to commit a place for gymnastics and designed various types and 
subtypes of techniques. Gymnastics he saw as belonging to the pro- 
ductive or acquisitive techniques, but not to the contemplative and 
active. Bodily technique produces something which previously did not 
exist and corrects what already did. Galen defined two medical tech
niques or skills, curative, which corrects a great deal, and preserva- 
tive, which corrects little. This latter is subdivided into three parts: 
e'üektikóv (good habits), which preserves the health of the healthy, 
á.vaApn'ciKÓv (stimulant), bringing back the strength of those who 
have been ill, and between these two the byieivóv, the health proper, 
in its turn divided into (P'üXccktikóv, preservative or phylactic, and 
byiEivóv, curative. The three are differentiated by the greater or lesser

I31 Chapter 5. 
14) Chapter 37. 
151 Chapter 12.
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intensity of their action. Other authors, according to Galen, add a 
fourth technique, called prophylactics. In the preservational part, that 
is, health in the narrow sense, three divisions are to be recognized: 
that which cares for healthy bodies in accordance with external ap- 
pearance (ávakipraKÓv), that which deais with them according to their 
physical State (hyieivóv), and that which takes care of healthy bodies 
in conformity with their good physical fitness (eheKxiKÓv). The phy- 
lactic part is divided into four on the basis of what aids are used. 
These concern food and drink, what one does what is expelled from 
the body and outside influences.16 The second of these, relating to 
what one does, is the skill covering physical exercise, including all the 
activities and work done by men. Henee, this art, gymnastics, is one 
small part of the technique of health. For Galen, as for Hippocrates, 
this is the true gymnastics, the technique of strength that underlies all 
physical exercises, not just those of the arena, which are no more than 
a tiny part of the whole. So, this author distinguishes clearly between 
the fight trainer, or paidotribes, and the gymnastic coach, or gym- 
nastes. Many activities depend on gymnastics in this sense, such as 
riding, hunting, and “normal” human actions, like cutting wood, dig- 
ging and so forth, as well as wrestling, the aim of which is not to cure 
the body. Galen calis the skill of wrestling, K0íra(3Á.r|TiKf|, a destruc- 
tive technique. A sound what would hate and abhor this practice, 
which destroys the life forcé. It is at this point that Galen lets loose 
insults against athletes and attacks the practice of wrestling and 
gladiators, with very harsh words,17 noting that “a fat stomach does 
not lead to sharp wits. Perhaps, he says, dust is the only thing from 
which hitherto they could draw wisdom. However, it is hard to see 
how the mud in which they have rolled about so many times can be an 
aid to wisdom, when even pigs live in the midst of it. Moreover, no 
natural logic would lead sharp wits to blossom in the dunghills among 
which they spend their days. Except for that they take no other exer
cise. Their whole life can be summed up as no more than eating, 
drinking, sleeping, defecating and rolling around in mud and dust.”18

16) Tá íípoatpepónEva Kai KEvoúpeva Kai mjioúpEva xai é̂ coQev npoamnmv-ca.
1?) Chapter 37.
1S) Taarpp r¡ mxyeia mv vovv ov t í m  mv A.£jttóv. íamp ovv kcjvic en póvp 

aotpíav avmíp éScoprtoam. mv /lev yáp nr¡X6v, év & n:o/.É.áKip ¿kváivSijíjv'co, np 
ímoHapfiávsi oixpíac eivai ór¡piovppov ópüv ye Kai wóg ovp év a tiró) SiaTpífiovTap; 
áXV ovó év Toip ájcoxámic; ebeáp, év oíc 8nyj,ép£vov, áyyívoiav cpveodai. Kai pr¡v 
napa txxvt’ ovSév dAAo xpó-tepov Enparmv. oAov yáp écop&pev uvt&v mv píov év 
ravTr¡ rfj /cepióScp ovorpetpópevov r¡ éadtóvrwv fj mvóvmov fj Koipcopévcov fj 
ánojiaroóvrcov fj Kv/.ivóovpévcuv év kóvei -ce Kai ¡rr/Áá.
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Together with the problem of the classification of gymnastic tech- 
nique there is the question of ñames. At the end of the work19 he 
recognizes that the term medicine can be applied to any bodily tech- 
nique, even if it strictly only refers to one area of these. Henee, medi
cine also ineludes gymnastics, true gymnastics, as one part of such 
bodily technique. In conclusión, bodily techniques constitute a single 
whole with two parts, which strive for the good, in this case good 
physical State. In this way he answers the question which opens the 
Thrasybulus.

The key to the problem of classification and definition of gymnas
tics within medicine is largely terminological. Hippocrates does not 
use the word gymnastes but does twice employ the term paidotribes26 
in the sense of gymnastic coach.21 In Plato the word gymnastes is al- 
ready to be found, even if this philosopher does not distinguish be- 
tween gymnastes and paidotribes.22 Isocrates makes no distinction 
either.23 When athletes’ activities First began to become a convention 
or established, the term gymnastes is more frequently used. Plato un- 
derstands gymnastics, as a part of bodily technique, suited to the 
healthy and not concerned with the sick. The text from the Gorgias 
reproduced by Galen24 is totally clear in this respect, noting that 
“since there are two realities, there are two arts, one corresponding to 
the body,. which cannot be defined with just one ñame, and another to 
the soul, which is to be called politics. Care of the body, although it is 
one whole, is to be divided into two parts, gymnastics and medi
cine.”25 Galen reproduces this terminological separation in the Thrasy
bulus26 and proposes that the paidotribes should be subordínate to the 
gymnastes.22 He recalls the earlier situation relating to the problem of 
these ñames, pointing out that “in Homer there was not yet a ñame for 
the medical arts and nobody was called a gymnastes, just as nobody 
was called a doctor. Similarly, in Plato it is not possible to fmd the

19) Chapter 47.
2°) Vict. I 13 and 24.
21) On the use of this terminology, see C. A. FORBES, Greek Physical Education, 

New York 1929, 668 f.
22) R. III 406 f.
23) Ant. 181.
24) Chapter 32.
25) Avoív ovmiv <mív> npaypámiv Svo 8éy(u TÉ'/yac. rr/v pév éni rr¡ wvyf 

noXmKrjv ¡ca/nu, rr)v éni tó> ooopazi píavpév ovoco; óvopmrai ovk eym aoi, piác 
S’ ovmic rífe rov (rápame; depaneíag 8vo pópia Aé/tv, rijvpév YvpvaariKrjv, rr¡v 8’ 
tarpucr/v.

26) Chapter 33.
22) De sanit. tuen. 2,9,25 and 2,11,42.
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word gymnastes1- with any frequency, because the term paidotribes29 
is preferred for those offering training. This is because the specifíc 
skill of gymnastic coaches emerged just before Plato’s days, when 
athletes’ activities became more established.”30 Philostratus takes 
more or less the same stand,31 advocating authentic gymnastics, which 
should inelude a knowledge of medicine and of the human body in 
general, while this is not at the disposal of the paidotribes, who has 
specialized exclusively in the practice of competitive athletics. Galen 
goes further and suggests the elimination of gymnastics as an inde- 
pendent discipline, saying it should be integrated into medicine. For 
him, the skills of the paidotribes depend entirely upon gymnastics, 
even if on occasion there is an attempt to act independently, or as his 
treatise puts it, “like a foolish servant rebelling against its good mas- 
ter”.32 At another point he indicates that “the paidotribes would be 
just as crazy in believing himself familiar with gymnastics or that he 
has mastered a part of it, since he is no more than its servant. Just as a 
soldier is the servant of military arts, a paidotribes is of gymnastics, 
because when he exercises his skills, he is subservient to gymnas
tics.”33

As may be noted in reading the treatise, Galen takes to task less the 
gymnastic coaches than the paidotribai, whom he sees as ignorant 
fellows who have trained professional athletes and are of no use to 
society. Plato, in his Republic, and Hippocrates, in his Regimen, had 
both already said that gymnastics, if limited to the training of athletes, 
had nothing to do with health proper: the condition (SiáQeau;) of an 
athlete is not natural, a State of normal fitness (e^rg) is better. On this 
point Galen refers to followers of the Hippocratic tradition on this 
Science of the body, authentic gymnastics, like Diocles, Praxagoras,

2S) Only in the Sph. 218b 4 and Lg. 720e3 and 916a8.
29) For example, Grg. 452a3, Prtg. 326b6, R. 389c3.
301 Chapter 33: rvpvaanKÍi; Sé íEyvz/f oárnopév fjv mávopa xaS' "Opr¡pov ovSé 

Kafeínaí m; o'/.ac yvpvaamj;, ákmep ianpó;, onov ye Kai napa ttfánavi no pév Tíjf 
yvpvaoniKfi; ¿ívopa ov noá/nÍKi; evpeív ecm, nai8o~píftr¡v pévnoi Kafeí pááv.ov f¡ 
yvpvaanrjv nóv neyvínriv aVnf¡;. fjp^ano yáp ófíyov épnpocrdev nmv Hzaino) vo; 
Xpóvcov f¡ néyvp tíov yvpvaanmv, áre nep Kai no n&v ádXrincov émnfjSevpa avvéanr].

31) Gym. 14.
32-' Chapter 45; Oiov épnkr¡Knó; n ;  oíkézti;  énavíonanai Seonórp xprionm, nfj 

yvp vaaniKfj.
33, 45: paívoim yáp áv nov náneívo;, el nóv orpamyyóv el; na; Kaná pepo; 

évepyeía; npoKaéovpevo;, einape/.níav evpioKÓpevo; fj Koivcoveív á;ioí níj; ápyfj; 
f¡ pepo; ánocpaívoi nfjv avnofí néyvr¡v níj; anpanr¡yiKfj;. paívoino ¿ñ áv ovSév rjnnov, 
oípai, nal ó naiSonpífip; ¿j noivcoveív yvpvaaniKíj; fj pepo; éyeiv aúnf¡; oiópevoc. 
ímripénri; yá.p ecm póvov, memep y’ ó anpamánri; níj; anpanr¡yiKf¡;, ofínco Kai ó nai- 
SonpíRp;[amó; yáp], fjpév yvpváljei, níj; yvpvacrniKíj;, ...
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Phylotimus, Erasistratus and Herophilus, who contrast, for example, 
wíth Theo and Trypho, who wrote about unnatural techniques.34 In 
Chapter 46 of the treatise he criticizes the barbarous customs seen in 
Rome, saying that “any healthy city would hate and abhor such prac- 
tices, which destroy the whole life forcé and do not lead to good 
readiness of the body. He himself had often been able to show that he 
was stronger than athletes, even those who seemed to be the best and 
had won many prizes in competitions. Such men were totally useless 
when it carne to arduous journeys or warfare, and even worse at tasks 
of daily city and country life.”35 The Romans were fonder than the 
Greeks of spectacles that had nothing to do with the sort of gymnas
tics that Plato eonsidered to be a part of education.36

The eriticisms in Galen’s treatise are to be seen as a critical frame- 
work by enlightened circles against professional sport, both on ethical 
and on purely medical grounds.37 Censure of this sort of athletics went 
back a long way in Greece, almost contemporary with its emergence, 
and certainly in the time of Herodicus and took the shape precisely of 
this confrontation between doctors and trainers that has been de- 
scribed here.38 Intensivo training prior to competitions obliged trainers 
to have a solid knowledge of the human body and of dietary concerns 
which covered the athlete’s whole lifestyle, not just gymnastic prac- 
tice. The harshest words against athletics are to be found precisely in 
the Thrasybulus and, above all, in the Protrepticus, a protest by an 
íntellectual against the exploitation of athletics. Nonetheless, the pur- 
pose of these eriticisms is different in the two works. The second at- 
tempts to steer young men away from the vain profession of athletes 
and their false glory. In the Thrasybulus the objective is deeper and 
more technical, the removal of gymnastics from the hands of the pai- 
dotribai so as to entrust it to physicians. This criticism of professional 
athletics was already present in Hippocrates, especially in the Regi-

34) On the contributions by these authors to gymnastics see JÜTHNER, 
Philostratos (s.note 8) 8-26 and 48-51 and L. ENGLERT, Untersuchungen zu 
Galens Schrift Thrasybulos, Leipzig 1929, 21-24 and 38.

35) "Ozzov ye Kai r¡ vyiaívovaa xoAizeía piaei zovzo zó émzpSevpa Kai 
pSsXúzzezai, náorfe pév zffe eic zóv Ríov íogvoc ávazpejzziKÓv tmápyov, eic ovk 
áyadr¡v Sé zov aápazog céyov Siádecriv. éyá> yovv ém'ipáOpv épavzov mÁXáKic 
íayvpozépov záv ápíozmv eivai Sokoúvzcov Kai noXXo’i)̂  aztitpavízac áyáivap 
ávripripsvcov áOXr¡zmv. év ze yáp óSoinopíau; ánáoaitp áp/ppozoi zeáéojc rjoav év ze 
[zaít;] noXepiKaíQ npáépemv, ézi SépáXXov év TíO/aziKaíc ze Kai yeojpyiKaic.

361 J. SCARBOROUGH, Galen on Román Amateur Athletics, in: Arete 2, 1985, 
171-176.

37) Cf. St. MÜLLER, Das Volk der Athleten. Untersuchungen zur Ideologie und 
Kritik des Sports in der griechisch-rómischen Antike, Trier 1995, 310-313.

38) Plato, A. 111 406 a.
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men even if in Galen the criticism is more scathing, since it focuses on 
the athlete as a person, and not just his activities, calling him a dim- 
wit.39 Athletes are accused of being self-satisfied and arrogant;40 they 
have no true physical attractiveness, as their faces are disfígured, their 
bodies ont of proportion, ñor have they any real strength, because 
their stamina is limited to the arena.41 Athletes are not of much use for 
anything, not work, not military exercises, they are not even really 
healthy. On a fundamental level they are fighting against nature, since 
gymnastic practice does not teach them to perform activities suited to 
men, such as sailing, cultivating fields and the like.

From an ethical point of view Galen attacks the praise that the vul
gar populace bestows on an activity yielding only empty glory and 
which is of no use either to the common good of the city ñor to the 
people engaged in it.42 His second ethical argument is the irrationality 
of athletic activities, which do not address the soul, but only the body, 
and even that badly. The principal difference between men and beasts 
is reason,43 which does not seem to be present in some human activi
ties. The activity of athletes being one. This practice promises only 
strength for the body and fame,44 thereby completely neglecting the 
soul.45 Galen complains, as Xenophanes46 and the Autolycus of Euríp
ides47 already had, of the disproportionate honours heaped on athletes 
and above all of the spurious good health they think they enjoy.48 
They repeat views already expressed by Hippocrates49 on their bad 
diet50 and the way they strain in making excessive efforts. He con- 
cludes by stating that “in regard of bodily health no class is as unfor- 
tunate as athletes. They could indeed be said to have an appropriate 
ñame, ‘athletes’, whether because the ‘wretched’ receive their ñame

39) ULMANN, De la gymnastique (s. note 11) 58 f.
4°1 Chapter 46.
41) Chapter 36.
421 Chapter 10.
',3) Chapter 1.
4 A Chapter 9.
45) Chapter 11.
46> D-K21 fr. 1.
4?) Fr. 282 N2.
48) Chapter 11.
49-' See W. D. SMITH, The development of classical dietetic theory, in: 

Hippocratica. Actes du Colloque International, París 1980, 439-448.
5°) On the food of the athlete see I. MAZZINI, Alimentazione e salute secondo i 

medid del mondo antico, in: O. LONGO/P. SCARPt, Homo edens: regimi, miti e 
pratiche dell’alimentazíone nella civiltá del Mediterráneo, Milano 1989, 257-264, 
and M. GRANT, Galen on Food and Diet, New York 2000.
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from athletes, or because athletes and the wretched are called by the 
same ñame as they share the same thing, wretchedness.”51 He goes so 
far as to compare athletes with pigs because of their way of life and to 
say that their practices are not useful for any of life’s activities, with 
the same sort of words and a similar tone to what has already been 
commented on in Chapter 37 of the Thrasybulus. Finally, athletes do 
not even gain fínancial benefits from their profession, as they are in 
debt, both while active and after retiring. The conclusión of the whole 
treatise is that the best profession for earning a living with dignity is 
medicine.

In the Protrepticus the term paidotribes is not to be found and that 
of gymnastes scarcely appears, since the object of the criticism is the 
athlete himself, not his trainer or coach. In 12,4 the word gymnastes is 
used as a synonym for athlete, not for master of gymnastics or coach. 
This terminological point is crucial, as it defines the object of Galen’s 
criticism of sport from two different points of view, medical in the 
Thrasybulus and ethical in the Protrepticus. The technical intention of 
a true professional obliges him to make a clarification of the terminol- 
ogy in the case of the first treatise, as has been noted above.

It should be stressed that Galen is a good witness when making 
these criticisms, because he was very familiar with practices similar to 
those of athletics in his day, having been a doctor to gladiators. The 
athletic exercises described in his Thrasybulus are sure certain to be 
those which were on the rise in competitions of that period. As noted 
by E.N. Gardiner52 in Galen’s times physical exercise shifted from 
freedom to the artificiality typical of a scientific system.53 A scientific 
physician like him could only respond by seeking a justification for 
medicine and ways of dignifying it in an atmosphere marked by new 
and attractive activities. This he did through the definition and con- 
trasting of medical skills as opposed to competence in gymnastics, so 
devalued already by trainers.

51) ZwpanKÍjg pév oáv vyieíag evena (pavepóv ág ovSév cP./.o yévog áO/amtepóv 
écm tó) v áfftíprtov. toad einórcog áv ng eínoi avyyevcog óvopá^sodai <roóg áOhrrcág 
ne Kai mvg ádÁíovg, rjmi ye ánó tov á.9/dov> tcov áSApT/Sv npoaayopevdévTmv r¡ 
ánó mC ádÁpmv tt¡v npoarpyopíav twv ádÁímv Éayr¡KÓT(ov fj Koiv&g áp<porépmv 
nadánep ánó nriyfjgpiág -rífe ádtíiórprog ávopaopévcov, I, pp. 1-39 KÜHN.

52) Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals, London 1910, 509.
53) Indeed, Galen was the first physician to advócate physical education based 

on anatomy and the physiology of the muscles, in the light of his experience and 
the animal and human dissections he had carried out in Rome. See G. BARRAUD, 
Gallen et l ’éducation physique, in: Bulletin de la Société Fran^aise d’Histoire de 
Médicine 32, 1938, 167.
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